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GET IN TOUCH 

PROTECT YOUR
NETWORK WITHOUT
SLOWING DOWN

DETECT AND BLOCK
THREATS 7 DAYS SOONER

Average cost of a healthcare breach, with
healthcare breach costs being the most
expensive industry for 12 years in a row

$10.1 MILLION

Average number of healthcare cyber
attacks per week, This is an increase of
74% more attacks than in 2021.

1,436 ATTACKS

3 TIMES HIGHER
Cost to remediate a healthcare breach
than other industries. Healthcare records
average $408 per stolen record.

In the healthcare industry, you can't afford to slow
down because of a breach. Real human lives are at
stake.

At the same time, healthcare related data is
becoming more and more in demand. In fact, stolen
healthcare records sell for up to 10 times more than
stolen credit card numbers on the dark web.

Unfortunately, users in the healthcare industry are
11% more likely to try to circumvent security
protections that are in place, and are almost 2x as
like to visit a phishing site compared to other
industries.

Bad actors are looking for healthcare data, and they
know that that data is increasingly available to
them.

In the DNSFilter 2023 Annual Security Report, the
DNSFilter research team found patterns of 4x
increases in phishing and deception queries that
directly corresponded with high-importance
healthcare industry deadlines around CMS, HEDIS,
and NCQA reporting requirements.

Protect your users and protect your patients' data
by securing your DNS layer with DNSFilter.
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DNSFilter maintains 171 anycast servers and 82
datacenters across 40 countries. We operate 2
separate anycast networks, which allows us to
guarantee 100% uptime.

We know that speed is important and DNSFilter is
proud to be the fastest resolver worldwide. Our
queries take just 6.67 ms—faster than Google, Cisco,
and Cloudflare.

Protect every device on your network quickly and
easily. Most organizations have DNSFilter fully
deployed across their networks in less than one
week—many even fully deploy in less than 1 day. 

We categorize billions of domains daily, catching
76% more threats than our competitors. With
machine learning, we're able to detect and block
threats 7 days faster than third-party threat feeds. 

ABOUT DNSFILTER

WORLD'S FASTEST
DNS RESOLVER

GLOBAL ANYCAST
NETWORK

FAST
DEPLOYMENT

ML-POWERED 
 CATEGORIZATION

Since 2015, DNSFilter has been passionate about making the internet a safer place for users
around the world, providing best-in-class customer service, and continuously challenging the way
the industry thinks about security via DNS.
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